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The warmth of Christmas leads us to feel more like a family,  

more one among us, more brothers and sisters, 

to share everything: joys and sufferings – above all to share the sufferings of those who,  

for many different reasons, are spending this Christmas face to face with pain. 

It is to people like this that we wish to turn in a special way. 

Suffering! 

The pain that sometimes takes hold of us completely or the pain that grazes us  

and mixes bitter with sweet in our daily lives. 

Suffering: an illness, a misfortune, a trial, a painful event …. 

Suffering! 

How should we view this thing which directly concerns many people at the moment,  or which is always ready 

to appear in everyone’s life? 

How can we define it, how can we identify it? What name can we give it? Whose voice is it? 

If we look at suffering with human eyes we are tempted to seek its cause either inside or outside of ourselves, 

in human malice for example, or in nature, or in something else …. 

That accident was so and so’s fault; that illness is my fault; that painful trial can be traced back to such and 

such …. 

And all of this may also be true, but if we reason only in this way, we forget something more. We forget that 

behind the plot of our lives is God with his love, who wants or allows everything for a higher reason: our good. 

Suffering: for whoever looks at it from a Christian perspective, is something great; it is, in fact, the possibility 

of completing Christ’s passion in ourselves, for our own purification and for the redemption of many. 

What can we say, today, to someone struggling with suffering? What can we wish them? How should we be-

have with them? 
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First of all we should approach them with the greatest respect. Even though they do not perhaps think it, 

in these moments they are being visited by God. 

Then let us, as far as possible, share their crosses with them.  Let us assure them that they are always in 

our thoughts and in our prayers, so that they know how to take directly from God’s hands all that troubles 

them and makes them suffer, uniting it to Jesus’ passion, for like that it will reach its full potential. 

And let us remind them of the marvellous Christian principle, whereby a 

suffering, loves as the face of Jesus crucified and forsaken, can be 

transformed into joy. 

This Christmas let us wish that all may know how to welcome with love, 

with great love, the great or small suffering they encounter, and give it 

to the baby Jesus who is born today, just as the wise men offered their 

gifts. 

It will be the best frankincense, the best gold, the best myrrh we could 

possibly bring to the crib.  

Chiara Lubich – Christmas Joy  p. 50-51 1999 
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Shared Experiences 

Insights from Fr James Mulligan 
Auckland – New Zealand 
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On Tuesday 17th August this year, Aotearoa-New 
Zealand was plunged into lockdown. Again.  

This time, the novelty had well and truly worn off. 
“Level 4” was received with a collective groan. 
Because the Delta strain is much more infectious, 
our Parish had to be locked down for the duration, 
in line with the Government’s public health 
directives.  

Church services have been considered potential 
“super spreaders” for the virus. Whilst we have 
been through it all before, this latest lockdown has 
been that much longer and tougher mentally.  

As restrictions have been eased (for some too 
quickly, for others not quickly enough) life has 
gotten easier by degrees. High vaccination rates will 
hopefully eliminate lockdowns altogether. With 
Advent, Christmas and the “Great Kiwi Summer” 
just around the corner, we can finally look forward 
to reopening and rebuilding to care for both the 
vaccinated and the unvaccinated.  

What do you do when you cannot gather with your 
community around the table of the Eucharist? How 
do you care pastorally for others whose responses 
to the pandemic and whose attitudes towards 
vaccination are very different? How do you stay 
sane, healthy and connected with close family, 
friends, colleagues and parishioners to preserve 
unity from within the “bubble”? How have I 
responded personally to this time of “Jesus 
Forsaken”? 

This time of lockdown has been a very fruitful 
desert experience. I have had a lot more time to 
emphasize “being” over “doing,” maintaining my 
mental health through meditation, regular exercise 
and plenty of sleep! I have always been into books 
in a big way, so this has been a good time to catch 
up on novels, theology and history.  

Over the last couple of years, my interest in 
genealogy (the study of family history) has really 
developed and Netflix never fails to entertain!       

My regular postings on Facebook of “Mulligan’s 
Musings” on God’s Word in lockdown (based on 
the Sunday readings) have given a definite rhythm 
to my week and a healthy outlet to keep my mind 
active through the writing process, which I enjoy 
immensely. I have also been posting short videos 
on our Parish Facebook page to keep connected 
with parishioners and our local Parish primary 
school communities. Virtual meetings and Friday 
“morning teas” with familiar friendly faces on 
Zoom, emails, phone calls and safe, socially 
distanced face to face meetings have also proved 
invaluable for maintaining my wellness.  
I have also formed a “bubble” with some 
parishioners, which allows me to be myself; to 
avoid being overwhelmed by isolation. Just recently 
the Parish has invested in a new camera, and I have 
started to celebrate live-streamed, on-line Masses 
every Sunday to download onto our new Parish 
YouTube channel.  

Despite all the frustrations of enforced waiting, I 
now feel a lot better these days knowing that 
comparative freedom is just around the corner. 
What life will be like post-lockdown is anyone’s 
guess! In some ways, life will be just the same as it 
was before. In other ways, it will be radically 
different. What I am most looking forward to is 
gathering with our people to celebrate Eucharist 
together just in time for Christmas, not to mention 
catching up with Dad face to face after four months 
of phone calls only!  

continued on next page...  
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...continued from previous page 

Hopefully, we will all be all more “intentional” 
about going deeper spiritually and maintain real 
(not just virtual) relationships in our families, 
parishes and local communities.  

Another valuable lesson from the lockdown is the 
national conversation around mental health.  

I trust that we will all be more open about the 
issue of mental health and be real enough to ask 
for help if we or others need it, without fear of 
stigma.  

After time spent in our bubbles, may we continue 
to take the time just to “be” and not get caught up 
in “doing” because of unrealistic expectations.  

Back to index page 

M a o r i  Po e m  

E tipu e rea mo ngā rā o tō ao 
Ko tō ringa ki ngā rākau  

ā te Pakeha  
Hei ara mō tō tinana 

Ko tō ngākau  
ki ngā tāonga a ō tīpuna Māori 

Hei tikitiki mō tō māhuna 
Ko tō wairua ki tō Atua,  
Nānā nei ngā mea katoa 

  
Grow up and thrive for the days destined to you. 

Your hands to the tools of the Pakeha to provide physical sustenance, 

Your heart to the treasures of your Māori ancestors as a diadem for your brow, 

Your soul to your God, to whom all things belong. 

 

By Sir Apirana Ngata – 1874-1950 

May we take what we do seriously without taking 
ourselves too seriously!  

In the Focolare we talk about “going ahead.” To 
go ahead means not to neglect our wellbeing but 
to respect that each person is a “unity” of mind, 
body and spirit, that the Work of Mary depends 
on nurturing one’s wellness for the sake of the 
others.  

I wish you all a happy, safe, blest and stress-free 
Christmas holiday break.  

May 2022 be a much freer, less restrictive year for 
all of us. 
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Shared Experiences 
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Adjusting our Lives to the Covid 19 Pandemic 
 

Catherine and Jeff – New Zealand 
 
It has been almost two years now since the Covid 19 pandemic 

became a very big part of our lives. 

As time has passed many things have changed. 

Being retired, it has not had such a big effect on our lives as with 

younger families. 

Our income has not changed, we do not have children home from 

school. Our lives have more or less carried on without great 

disruption. 

But now we feel our role is to listen to and embrace the suffering of so many around us. 

Each day a new face of Jesus Forsaken touches us: stretching our hearts. 

Last week we learnt of the suffering of a neighbour. She is a beautiful person whose husband left some years 

ago. She has a daughter in high school and a son who works. 

She had a very bad reaction to her first vaccination for Covid 19 and is scared to have the second. This means 

she is to lose her job by Christmas. Listening to her gave me a new insight on those who are not vaccinated. 

And this is a whole new issue which is causing such division. Since then, we keep in touch more and have 

dropped off gifts of flowers and baking, which has cheered her. 

We find now, going out the door has a whole list of requirements: do not forget our masks and phones as 

well as all the usual things. 

Meeting up with others as we check into the church, shops etc has been a chance to connect with others 

doing the same. 

I was doing this before going into the fruit shop a couple of days ago. A woman was also juggling her bags etc 

and we got chatting. While agreeing it was necessary, she told me her son's wedding had been postponed 

twice now, as his bride is locked in Auckland. Her cheerful acceptance of the situation and her strength to 

just keep going was such a gift. 

These brief encounters are really special and did not happen as frequently before the pandemic. 

Another beautiful gift for us was the time Anne Shepherd stayed a week here. She is a focolarina who has 

been trying to get into Perth for a couple of months. This meant she could have time with us. She was truly 

such a gift. We had a very happy time living each day with a special presence of Jesus among us. 

It was a time of great love, which will remain. 

Looking at the whole world now we see so much suffering and division everywhere.  

It is as though Jesus Forsaken is visible and just as we embrace Him...He is embracing us all. 
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Is it possible to face suffering? 

Nancy O’Donnell has worked as a psychotherapist with drug addicts and was once in 

charge of a medical centre that helps alcoholic women and their children. The issue of 

the meaning of suffering is central to the lives of people especially during their illness. 

 

We would like to ask if it is possible to face the problem of illness and find hope. 

“Suffering is part of every human life and it would be very difficult to help those who 

suffer if we ourselves have not found meaning in our own suffering. The path towards 

hope lies in this effort. Science offers new treatments and new therapies to improve the lives of many. The danger is 

when we let ourselves be fooled, believing that we will find a way not to get old, sick or suffer. If we seek only the hope 

of healing, we run the risk of deceiving ourselves, and this may lead to desperation which is the opposite of hope.” 

What is the role of psychology in the experience of the sick people, and in helping them to find hope?  

“We could summarise it in four points: the role of the personality and the possibility to change it, the importance of 

healthy relationships in facing disease, the need to know and accept one’s own limits, and the human capacity to be a 

gift to others. 

Personality: being optimistic or having a positive attitude may reduce the risk of illnesses and chronic disorders. At the 

Davis University in California, they discovered that writing down each day the things you are grateful for helped to 

increase happiness. The results were more significant when compared with a group that was asked to note down 

instead, only the things that had provoked greater stress. 

The second point: relationships. From the moment we are born, we have the capacity to establish relationships. The 

mental health of every person depends on his capacity to “coordinate” himself and “tune in” with others. The human 

mind is healthy when it possesses some strategic relational skills that allow it to “open up” to a multitude of social 

realities, that is, with the ability to “perceive” the others and their diversity in an adequate manner. If our identity is 

relational, it would be logical in moments when nurturing hope becomes a challenge to find the support of people close 

to us and with whom we have built deep relationships which strengthen the positive energy we need to remain hopeful. 

Furthermore, not accepting one’s own limits is one of the most typical difficulties people have today. The limit 

appears through the person’s condition and his/her story, through those experiences that imply the risk of frustration. 

In a world that offers us a life “without limits,” the onset of illness takes on numerous expressions of that limitation 

which becomes a decisive transition towards achieving one’s own fulfillment. 

Lastly, being a gift for the others even when your physical strength is greatly reduced makes a person play an active 

role always. This is where you acquire a dignity that is born in the depths of our being.” 

Nancy, do you see a link between psychology and spirituality? 

“Yes, but it is an ambivalent bond. What helped me was that someone guided me in discovering the reconciliation 

between these two human dimensions: Chiara Lubich. I think that all of us try to find interior unity, where identity 

remains a secure base amid the various conflicts around and inside us. For me this unity comes from the life lived 

according to this spirituality. 

For many years I worked with drug addicts, women alcoholics and then homeless men who had lost everything because 

of drug addiction. They were all crushed by desperation and it was difficult to make them see how to live. I tried to relay 

my certainty, regarding both their intrinsic dignity as well as the value of suffering. I would use an image that seemed 

useful. During rehab, they had some free time where some of them did puzzles. It was then that I wondered whether 

they had ever finished a puzzle and discovered that a piece was missing. I saw the lives somewhat in this manner: each 

piece is unique and the final beauty can be seen only when each of these pieces is in place. So, every person can find his 

own beauty and the awareness of being worthy of irreplaceable love. And I got to the point of believing that I was 

created as a gift for the other, the way the other is for me.”        6 October 2015 

Further details in https://www.focolare.org/en/news/2015/10/06/affrontare-il-dolore-si-puo/ 

https://www.focolare.org/en/news/2015/10/06/affrontare-il-dolore-si-puo/
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Integral Ecology 
The following articles are examples of some of the actions being taken by people involved with the 
Focolare Movement. 

 

C a r i n g  a b o u t  t h e  p l a n e t  t h r o u g h   
s u s ta i n a b l e  a g r i c u lt u r e  

#PLANETPLEDGE, ECONOMY OF FRANCESCO 
 

By Luísa Rodrigues 

Making farming regenerative and sustainable is a key challenge that many 

countries around the world face. Getting this right is a powerful way of 

caring for our planet, to #PlanetPledge.   

Mateusz Ciasnocha, a farmer from Poland, is helping the COP26 Climate 

Change Conference to think about ways we can make farming more 

sustainable.  

 

For over a year, he has been working with The Economy of Francesco network of 

economists, entrepreneurs and change makers, to build a more sustainable and caring economy. We asked 

Mateucz to tell us more about this challenge of sustainable agriculture and how we can all get involved in 

supporting COP26.  

https://youtu.be/6tmWujqtAD8  

 

Lily, the young activist  
#PLANETPLEDGE, #DARETOCARE 

By Luísa Rodrigues 

 

The star of this video of #PlanetPledge is Lilly Satidtanasarn,  

a 14-year-old environmental and climate activist from Thailand. 

Lily became an activist at the age of 8, because from a young age 

she felt the urgency to stop the damage we cause to the 

environment.  

Today, she works with major companies and the Thai government to 

strengthen policies banning single-use plastics.  

Lily gives us a great lesson. No matter our age, “honestly, small 

changes are better than doing nothing at all.”  

We invite everyone to be inspired by this great little girl.  

https://youtu.be/KTNLeT5Qp-Q  

Back to index page 

http://www.unitedworldproject.org/en/argomento/planetpledge-3/
http://www.unitedworldproject.org/en/ente/economy-of-francesco-en/
http://www.unitedworldproject.org/en/autore/luisa-rodrigues/
https://francescoeconomy.org/
https://youtu.be/6tmWujqtAD8
http://www.unitedworldproject.org/en/argomento/planetpledge-3/
http://www.unitedworldproject.org/en/ente/daretocare/
http://www.unitedworldproject.org/en/autore/luisa-rodrigues/
https://youtu.be/KTNLeT5Qp-Q
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C l i m at e  J u s t i c e  
 

Written by Anita Martinez 

More information on http://www.unitedworldproject.org/en/workshop/i-am-climate-justice/ 

 

We talk to Nicole Ann Ponce, from Cebu, Philippines, a young volunteer in the climate justice movement “I 

am Climate Justice” about the beginnings and aims of ICJ, and the importance of each one of us doing our 

part to care for the planet.   

I am Climate Justice (ICJ) is a movement composed of 

volunteers around the world, students, activists, artists and 

high-profile lawyers, who use the power of the law to 

pressurize governments to protect future generations from 

the climate crisis. One such volunteer is Nicole Ann Ponce, 

who is passionate about political sciences, community 

development advocacy and care for the environment. 

She began volunteering six years ago for Dr Antonio Oposa, the movement’s leader and lawyer, well-known 

on the world stage for his work in the field of environmental rights. His actions led to the so-called Oposa 

Doctrine, deriving from the 1993 case at the Supreme Court of the Philippines, which laid the foundation 

for the recognition of the concept of Intergenerational 

Responsibility for ecological wellbeing. 

ICJ started with 3 areas of action, which it still maintains: the individual, the local and the national. The 

individual area began with inviting people to commit themselves to certain personal actions, no matter how 

small, such as not using more than one glass of water to clean our teeth. Through this, they created a 

database of the people who got involved and began to measure the joint impact generated by all these 

actions, to demonstrate that however small the effort, an 

important result is achieved. Every small effort creates an impact 

which increases when you put all these “small impacts” together. 

 

Having generated personal and local initiatives, they moved to 

the national level with four projects: “Food Gardens” (urban 

agriculture proposal), “Road sharing” (traffic control: designing 

cycle lanes, pedestrian crossings and walkways etc) and two other 

projects designed to promote rainwater collection and drainage 

systems. 

 

Through this action at local and national level, ICJ moved onto the 

international stage, when they were invited to participate in the 2019 United Nations Climate 

Change Summit in New York. They presented a petition to the International Court of Justice posing the 

question: “In this climate crisis, what are the duties of States under International Law to the present and 

future generations?” 

http://www.unitedworldproject.org/en/autore/anita-martinez/
http://www.unitedworldproject.org/en/workshop/i-am-climate-justice/
https://www.globalclimatejustice.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oposa_v._Factoran
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oposa_v._Factoran
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During the UN Climate Change Summit, they also expressed their 
support for the legal action presented on 23 September by Greta 
Thunberg and others. They asked world governments to act 
decisively, seriously and with perseverance in acknowledging and 
tackling the climate emergency. They announced their intention 
to join forces with other groups of young people throughout the 
world to put pressure on their governments towards achieving 
real change. 

Nicole explains, “We want to create this legal document so that all the ICJ ‘s affiliates all over the world can 
start their own ‘mini revolutions’, revolutions of the mind and the heart”. 

Revolutions like these start from people changing their daily habits. “Definitely, I think changing the mindset 
can really change everything. In fact, we are actually seeing it. It is not as ‘in your face’ as we want it to be, 
but it is definitely there. An example is the whole ‘plastic straws movement’,” which arose from one group 
of citizens. By changing their own behaviour, they spread awareness to many people about the effects of 
using non-disposable plastic products. Their campaign eventually reached big fast-food companies, who 
changed their production methods. Some businesses changed their plastic straws to paper straws, others 
only serve them at client’s request and others have eliminated them completely. 
“It is a subtle change, but it is there. If you change the mindset of the people, you will notice that companies 
and businesses will follow, and even the Government. If people are loud enough to express this, then the 
rest will follow. And that is why we want documents from, for example, the ICJ, because it will help in 
building and creating this institutionalized infrastructure, policies geared towards that,” continues Nicole 
Anne Ponce. “If we have a document from the ICJ, telling States that they have to be held accountable and 
their businesses have to incorporate sustainable packaging, for example, sometimes you only need one 
country to do it, and then everybody will follow”. 

It can sometimes take a single individual to light a spark, just one person and their social network: 
“I would encourage everyone to share whatever shift you make. Post it in social media, because goodness 
is contagious, I have noticed that. It is something contagious and people want to do it more. I mean we 
have to, even the little changes, it will affect the mindset a lot. This is actually cool, it is cool to protect the 
environment, it is cool to be sustainable, you know. Even that alone, does a lot.” 

The young ICJ volunteer believes the social network has a role to play. “This is actually when Social Media 
will come handy, and this is, hopefully, one of the reasons why I am still in social media, because it has that 
power and it makes people start a conversation also”. We all have the power to do something like this, 
becoming protagonists in caring for the environment: to act and share. 

“As of today, we really do not have any Planet B, so even if we might want to, we do not have the means to 
evacuate everyone. This is the only planet we have. If we were to encapsulate the history of the earth to 24 
hours, humans actually came at the last minute. And it is so sad to think that, in just this amount of time, we 
are the ones who will destroy everything,” reflects Nicole. “We want to imprint to people that the Earth 
belongs to all of us. And we are not just thinking of the present, but everything we are doing right now 
affects the future generations, and that is the most important thing”. 

In order to undertake sustainable actions, you are invited to find in this post some initiatives you can start 
for yourself in your own home.  

Remember: if you make a start, or you’re already active in this field, don’t forget to share on social 
media: good actions can be contagious! 
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A Tale of Two COPs 

Lorna Gold reflects on what it was like to be there 

Lorna Gold reflects on the recent COP26 held in Glasgow and gives the final verdict.  

Lorna is the president of the board of directors of the Laudato Si’ Movement  

(LSM - Homepage Original - Laudato Si Movement) and is a woman volunteer in the Focolare in Ireland.   

   

“So, did COP succeed? For certain, what is written in the final COP 

cover document – the main negotiated text – is not enough. Nowhere 

near enough. And sadly, at this stage in the climate crisis, delays are 

deadly. The text is an excruciatingly, carefully worded document 

designed to moderate expectations, limit responsibility, curtail 

ambition – at the very point when the opposite is needed.  

The world needed governments to raise their game, act generously, 

and come up with transformative ideas for the ‘race to zero’. The 

most positive thing in that text is the fact that all governments need 

to come back next year – not in four years’ time – to raise their 

ambition.  

However, the other COP – the Peoples’ COP on the outside – was a massive success, in my opinion. The truth 

of the situation and the energy and the motivation to solve the crisis was there. In all the COPs I have 

attended, I have never felt such an energy in civil society and also in many 

parts of the business sector, especially finance.  

What is exciting now is that the energy being generated externally is now 

not simply about advocating what others need to do. In light of the failure 

of many COPs, the civil society engagement is deeply pragmatic. It is also 

about coming up with the solutions, re-imagining the future we need, 

rolling up our sleeves and mobilising the resources to make it happen. This 

is a major shift and one that is speeding up. 

Looking ahead, one must hope that there is a point where these two COPs 

reunite. My experience this year is that they are very far apart. At some 

point, however, the external pressure, the energy for change, has to 

translate into political and policy change. One can at least dare to hope that perhaps by COP27 this can 

happen. But for that to happen, it is going to take everyone.“ 

More details in A Tale of Two COPs: Lorna Gold reflects on what it was like to be there (faithinvest.org) 

The following article is an example of the extensive and severe pollution in the ocean as a result of plastic 
waste.  

https://laudatosimovement.org/
https://www.faithinvest.org/post/a-tale-of-two-cops-lorna-gold-reflects-on-what-it-was-like-to-be-there
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Plants and Animals  
Have Started Living on the Great Pacific Garbage Patch 

Written by Conor Feehly, Science Alert, 2 Dec 2021 

Plants And Animals Have Started Living on The Great Pacific Garbage Patch (sciencealert.com) 

The North Pacific Subtropical Gyre is home to a diffuse haze of garbage commonly known as the 'Great Pacific 

Garbage Patch'. Though spread across 1.6 million square kilometres (610,000 square miles) of open ocean, the 

patch is estimated to contain 79,000 metric tons of plastic waste. 

Different ideas have been floated for how to deal with this environmental disaster. Now, scientists are starting to 

realise that a raft of coastal species, typically strangers to the open ocean, are beginning to colonize this new, 

plastic habitat.  

In a new paper, lead author and marine ecologist Linsey Haram, former postdoctoral fellow at the Smithsonian 

Environmental Research Centre (SERC), takes stock of the marine species that have decided to call the oceanic 

'garbage patch' home. 

For more information see the study published in the journal Nature Communications. –  

Linsey E. Haram, et al; 2 Dec 2021 - Emergence of a neo pelagic community through the establishment of coastal 

species on the high seas 

Time for some fun  

Quiz time – Thrive in Ecology and Evolution 

Let’s test our knowledge – (use the link below) 

https://global.oup.com/uk/orc/biosciences/ecology/beeby/student/mcqs/ 

A Coronavirus Prayer 

Loving God, Your desire is for our wholeness and wellbeing. 

We hold in tenderness and prayer the collective suffering of our world at this time. 

We grieve precious lives lost and vulnerable lives threatened. 

We ache for ourselves and our neighbours, standing before an uncertain future.  

We pray: may love, not fear, go viral.  

Inspire our leaders to discern and choose wisely, aligned with the common good. 

Help us to practice social distancing and reveal to us new and creative ways to come together in spirit and in 

solidarity. Call us to profound trust in your faithful presence, 

You, the God who does not abandon. 

By Sister Christine Koelhoffer, IHM 
Prayers During the Coronavirus Pandemic (xavier.edu) 

COVID-19 emergency  
A communion of goods that bears witness to fraternity 

The coronavirus and ecological crisis challenge us as people to review our lifestyles and increase the witness we 
give to fraternity. For more information on how to donate for COVID-19 emergency follow the link below:  

https://www.focolare.org/en/covid/  

https://www.sciencealert.com/plants-and-animals-have-started-living-on-the-great-pacific-garbage-patch
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-22939-w
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-22939-w
https://www.sciencealert.com/ocean-plastic-collector-pollution-great-pacific-garbage-patch-ocean-cleanup
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-27188-6
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-27188-6
https://global.oup.com/uk/orc/biosciences/ecology/beeby/student/mcqs/
https://www.xavier.edu/jesuitresource/online-resources/prayer-index/coronavirus-prayers
https://www.focolare.org/en/covid/
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Services offered for those affected during the ongoing pandemic  

 

From Dr Norm Rose  
 

I offer myself via telephone and/or Skype or Zoom as a support for individuals or groups associated with the 
Focolare community within our Oceania zone who are affected by the effects of the pandemic.  

What I can offer to people associated with the Focolare Movement in our zone is my psychological (mental) 
therapeutic and tele-psychiatry experience together with my experience in counselling disaster victims, free 
of charge. Above all, I know how to listen.  
 

Contact details – Telephone: 0409352834                Email: 579nrose@gmail.com 

 

Websites for information during the ongoing pandemic  
(Some have information in different languages) 

SBS Language | Coronavirus Vaccine and COVID-19 updates in your language 

Coronavirus | SBS News 

NSW Government: What you can and can't do under the rules  

Queensland Government: Roadmap to easing restrictions  

ACT Government: COVID-19 - What you can and can't do   

Victorian Government: Coronavirus (COVID-19) restrictionsSA Government: COVID-19 Restrictions and Responsibilities 

WA Government: Coronavirus COVID-19 - What you can and can't do 

Tasmanian Government: Coronavirus COVID-19 - Current restrictions 

NT Government: Coronavirus COVID-19  

Unite against COVID-19 (covid19.govt.nz) 

Ministry of Health NZ 
Films and Books 

Chiara Lubich – Love Conquers Everything 

Recent film on DVD covering the life story of  

Chiara Lubich - made in 2020. 

 

 

Making the Ordinary Extraordinary – The life of Domenico Mangano 
Written by Paolo Crepaz, English edition 2019       

ISBN 978-1-905039-42-5 

Domenico Mangano (1938-2001) believed deeply in the love of God. He lived his life in 

such a way as to communicate God’s love to all who crossed his path – his family, his 

work colleagues, his clients and his fellow politicians. His was an extraordinary life lived 

out in ordinary, everyday circumstances. He saw in his relationship with every person a 

chance to bring about the unity which Jesus had prayed for. 

“Domenico was able to live to the full….and he has transmitted his passion for unity to 

many, valuing every moment of daily life” (Chiara Lubich). 

 

Purchase of the DVD or the book is through your nearest Focolare Centre. 

Back to index page 

mailto:579nrose@gmail.com
https://www.sbs.com.au/language/coronavirus
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/topic/coronavirus
https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/what-you-can-and-cant-do-under-rules
https://www.covid19.qld.gov.au/government-actions/roadmap-to-easing-queenslands-restrictions
https://www.covid19.act.gov.au/
https://www.vic.gov.au/coronavirus-covid-19-restrictions-victoria
https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/covid-19-coronavirus-what-you-can-and-cant-do
https://www.coronavirus.tas.gov.au/families-community/current-restrictions
https://coronavirus.nt.gov.au/
https://covid19.govt.nz/
https://www.health.govt.nz/
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Musicians and Music Ministries Connect Online  

 

 
 
 

International Performing Arts Group - Gen Verde 
 

Turn Around …. Change course to save the earth                               
Premiered on  
14 Nov 2020 

The song from Gen Verde in favour of concrete and 
collective action to protect Creation. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch v=eusQTFuDqII&feature=youtu.be 
 
 

 
 

Who Weeps for You             

9 May 2021 

On a dilapidated rubber dinghy, among waves over six meters high, fleeing the horror. Off the coast of Libya, 
shouting for help for two interminable days. In vain: over 130 people were left to drown two weeks ago. And 
it is only the most recent of the tragedies that have been taking place in the Mediterranean for years. 
 
“We have fallen into the globalization of indifference . We have become accustomed to the suffering of the 
other, it does not concern us, it does not interest us, it is not our business! ”,  
Said Pope Francis after the terrible shipwreck in Lampedusa: unfortunately, still very current words that 
concern various dramatic situations in the world. 
 
Just then we composed Who Weeps for You? , inspired by the true story of a migrant girl. We realized that 
for many it was a help to change perspective and to awaken that little flame of tenderness 
and solidarity that we all carry within. For this reason, by popular demand, we propose it again with an 
unreleased video clip that we hope will help to enter the skin of those who suffer. 
 
Because if we awaken the consciousness that those who are at the mercy of the waves are truly our brothers 
and sisters to take care of, our way of thinking and acting will also change. So that «there are no longer 'the 
others', but only an ever greater 'we'» , which comes to include everyone. 
https://www.genverde.it/chi-piange-per-te/ 

 
 
 

 

Back to index page 

https://www.genverde.it/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eusQTFuDqII&feature=youtu.be
https://www.genverde.it/chi-piange-per-te/
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Musicians and Music Ministries Connect Online  

 

 
 
 
 
 
https://www.genrosso.com/GEN ROSSO official - YouTube 

 

Love Conquers Everything -  
L'Amore Vince Tutto   

Premiered on 7 December 2021 

The new Gen Rosso song dedicated to Chiara 
Lubich, founder of the Focolare Movement and 
Gen Rosso in December 1966, still today guides 
and continues to be a source of inspiration... 
https://youtu.be/1OzGqA7ZQN0 

 
Live concert version - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrpGuNtjBfQ 
 

Shock of The World            

Premiered on 2 Sept 2020 

The piece deals with the ecological-environmental theme. It shows an awareness of the serious risks the 
planet is running if concrete steps are not taken. Creation calls on humanity: open your eyes, open your 
heart. A call to set in motion brains, hearts and hands, that is: to think, to love, and to carry out concrete 
actions, in favour of nature and humanity. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkwS_ShqZGY 

 

Mother Earth                                      

17 April 2021 

To hurt the earth is to hurt yourself, it is to hurt all of us. This song is a prayer of forgiveness and 
commitment to preserve our land as God created it ... This is the contribution of Gen Rosso for World Earth 
Day, April 22nd. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHN3GT4nz0U 
 
 

In “Made in Loppiano” it is possible to buy their products: CDs, gadgets and T-shirts or take advantage of one 
of the many packages available. 
https://www.madeinloppiano.com/it/ 

Back to index page 

https://www.genrosso.com/
https://www.youtube.com/c/GenRossoOfficial
https://youtu.be/1OzGqA7ZQN0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrpGuNtjBfQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkwS_ShqZGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHN3GT4nz0U
https://www.madeinloppiano.com/it/
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A deep reflection from Miriam Rose Ungunmerr Baumann 

2021 Senior Australian of the year 
 

My people are not threatened by silence we are completely at home in it. We have lived for thousands of years with 
Nature’s quietness. 

My people today, recognise and experience in this quietness, the great Life-Giving Spirit. 

When I am out hunting, when I am in the bush, among the trees, on a hill or by a billabong; these are the times when I 
can simply be in and feel this presence.  

My people have been so aware of Nature. It is natural that we will feel close to the Creator. 
Our Aboriginal culture has taught us to be still and to wait. 
We do not try to hurry things up. 
We let them follow their natural course – like the seasons.  
We watch the moon in each of its phases. 
We wait for the rain to fill our rivers and water the thirsty earth… 
When twilight comes, we prepare for the night. 
At dawn we rise with the sun. 
We watch the bush foods and wait for them to ripen before we gather them. 
We wait for our young people as they grow, stage by stage, through their initiation 
ceremonies. 
When a relation dies, we wait a long time with the sorrow. We own our grief and allow it to 
heal slowly. 
We wait for the right time for our ceremonies and our meetings. The right people must be present. Everything must be 
done in the proper way. Careful preparations must be made. We do not mind waiting, because we want things to be 
done with care. 
We don’t like to hurry. There is nothing more important than what we are attending to. There is nothing more urgent 
that we must hurry away for. 
We wait on God, too. His time is the right time. We wait for him to make his Word clear to us. 
We do not worry. We know that in time and in the spirit of DADIRRI (that deep listening and quiet stillness) his way will 
be clear. 
We are River people. 
We cannot hurry the river. 
We have to move with its current and understand its ways. 
We hope that the people of Australia will wait. 
Not so much waiting for us – to catch up – but waiting with us, as we find our pace in this world. ...... 
If you stay closely united, you are like a tree, standing in the middle of a bushfire sweeping through the timber. 
The leaves are scorched and the tough bark is scarred and burnt; but inside the tree the sap is still flowing, and under 
the ground the roots are still strong. 
Like that tree, you have endured the flames, and you still have the power to be reborn. 
Our culture is different. 
We are asking our fellow Australians to take time to know us; to be still and to listen to us…" 

Miriam Rose Ungunmerr Baumann, 2021 Senior Australian of the year, renowned Aboriginal Artist and Catholic 
Educator is dedicated to creating bright futures for Aboriginal children and youth. She is the first fully qualified 
Aboriginal teacher in the Northern Territory and founder of the Miriam Rose Foundation.  

https://www.cathnews.com/cathnews/40105-catholic-educator-named-senior-australian-the-year 

Miriam Rose speaks five local languages and English, and established Merrepen Arts centre in Nauiyu.  
https://merrepenarts.com.au/ 

Reflection - God is in the Manger 

“Jesus stands at the door knocking (Rev. 3:20). In total reality, he comes in the form of the beggar, of the dissolute human child in 

ragged clothes, asking for help. He confronts you in every person that you meet. As long as there are people, Christ will walk the earth 

as your neighbour, as the one through whom God calls you, speaks to you, makes demands on you. That is the great seriousness and 

great blessedness of the Advent message. Christ is standing at the door; he lives in the form of a human being among us.” 

By Dietrich Bonhoeffer, God is in the Manger: Reflections on Advent and Christmas – Westminster John Knox Press, 2012   ISBN-13  : 
  978-0664238872 

Back to index page 

https://www.cathnews.com/cathnews/40105-catholic-educator-named-senior-australian-the-year
https://merrepenarts.com.au/
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The area of Nature and Health in the New Humanity 

Branch of the Focolare Movement involves everything con-

nected with our life. It concerns the whole spectrum of hu-

man life, including birth, illness, suffering and death.   

So ‘green’ is about the health of a person and of the environ-

ment. When love refracts like light into ‘green,’  

it shines on these parts of life: Food; Families and communi-

ties; Sport and fitness; Rest and recreation; The Environment; 

Personal health, including illness; and Healthcare.  

For more information, see website:  

http://www.mdc-net.org/   

The New Humanity Branch includes people of all faiths 

and with no faith, as well as all social and racial or cultural 

backgrounds. We try to encourage reciprocity in work, pro-

jects, discussions, and ideas with others through God’s love, 

which brings unity. This way of offering our ideas and activi-

ties renews relationships, environments, and structures, even 

influencing politicians and legislators. 

For more information, see website:  

http://www.umanitanuova.org/en/ 

 

The Focolare Movement is an international faith-based 

organisation working for unity and dialogue between people 
of different faiths and all people of goodwill. 
The Movement was founded by Chiara Lubich in Italy during 
1943. One of its key points, 'to be first to love' motivates eve-
ryone to reach out to others and try to be a supportive com-
munity. 
The Focolare Movement's spirituality, inspired by the Gospel, 
generates a way of life that responds to widespread questions 
on the meaning of life and on authenticity. Reciprocal love 
has revealed a ‘paradigm of unity,’ a ‘practical way’ for spir-
itual and social renewal. 

For more information, see website:  
https://www.focolare.org/ 

The Oceania Health Interest Group has set up a 

WhatsApp site for those working or interested in 

nature and health (physical, mental, or spiritual 

health). If you or others are interested in joining, 

please contact the Editors listed below with your 

telephone number and Email address. 

Ann-Marie Diggins:  

Email: ann_marie_diggins@aapt.net.au 

Madeline Gornall:  

Email: madelinegornall@hotmail.com 

Mario Merlo: 

Email: mario.merlo@focolare.org     

Tel.: +64 22 622 0170 

Martin Van Lith: 

Email: mjvanlith74@gmail.com  

Tel.: +61 43 483 5030 

 

Your feedback and input are invited for including 

in future editions of this Newsletter.  

Any relevant experiences, important sources of 

information, things that work for you,  

particularly related to the COVID-19 pandemic 

or in integral ecology are welcome for sharing.  

Send to the Editors.  

Looking forward to receiving your responses, 

input, and experiences.o.merlo@focolare.org  

Tel.: +64 22 622 0170 

Stay connected 

Open invitation 

Back to index page 

mailto:ann_marie_diggins@aapt.net.au
mailto:madelinegornall@hotmail.com
mailto:mario.merlo@focolare.org
mailto:mjvanlith74@gmail.com
mailto:experiences.o.merlo@focolare.org

